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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, BURAIDAH                                              

SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER TERM I (2023-2024)  

Name: __________________________ Class: II (       )          SUBJECT: ENGLISH   

[LESSON CORSE BOOK 1, 2, 3, 4] [SUPPLEMENTARY READER 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]  

[GRAMMER L NO 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8]  

 

A)  CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER.               

1. Where did Augustus find his smile?  

a. in the puddle  b. under his nose  c. on his nose  

2. The tall boy’s kite.  

a. cut Saif’s kite.  b.  cut Hasmina’s kite    c. cut Sharmaji’s kite     

3. Baloo and Mowgli looked up at the tree because.  

a. they were afraid. b. they heard a sound above them  c. they heard music.  

4. The monkeys jumped over to the hollow trunk of an oak tree  

a. to play it like drum.    B. to play with Mowgli.  c. to play a game of 

hide-and-seek B)  Circle the common noun and underline the proper noun.  

 Monday  doctor  Girish  Tiger  

teacher  Argentina  flowers  June  

Mc Donald’s  school  KitKat  Book  

C) Complete these sentences with the plural of the words in the bracket.  

1. Raj and Keya open a box of  _______________.(mango)  

2. These are beautiful ___________________in the garden. (butterfly)  

3. We love picture _____________________. (book)  

4. The _________________(butterfly) look beautiful.  

5. I filled water in all the _______________ (glass).  
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6. She carried boxes of __________ (cherry) to the market.  

7. He fixed two _____________ (shelf) on the wall.  

D) Fill in the blanks with correct pronoun. (She, he, it, they or we)      

1. Amina is my friend.___________ is very clever.  

2. Sunil and I are neighbors. __________ often play together.  

3. My dog is happy _________ is playing with a ball.  

4. My grand parents live in india._____________send me many gifts.  

5. My friend and I went to library.____________read many books.  

E) Complete these sentences with a, or, an, the        

1. Satish is _________ obedient boy.     

2. ________rose smells sweet.  

3. I have _______apple and _______ orange in my bag.  

F) Rearrange these words and rewrite the sentences with am, is or are in the correct places.  

1. Sleepy/ We/ ____________________.  

2. They/ children / good/ ______________.  

3. She\hungry._____________________.  

G) Tick (   ) the correct words to complete these sentences.  

1. The ducks was/ were in the garden.  

2. Amy and Priya was/ were at the zoo last Sunday. H)  Write the correct sentences 

with has or have.  

1. Ketan ___________ a blue umbrella.  

2. He _____________ many books.  

I) Fill in the blanks with the help of given box.  

warm  oceans- white  dresses- T-shirts  coo  special power  balcony  

1. There are many pigeons in Eyad’s __________________in the morning.  

2. When Eyad hums, the pigeons _______________.  

3. The quilt keeps the speaker _________________.  
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4. The quilt is made of old _________________and _____________________.  

5. Some scraps are as blue as the __________________some are as _______________ as 

summer clouds  

  

J) Write true or not true.                    

1. The Monkeys got hungry very quickly.    

2. The monkeys lost their bananas and could not find them again.    

3. A day has twenty-eight hours.  

4. There are sixty minutes in an hour.  

5. There are no more than sixty seconds in a minute.  

K) Write the meaning of the following word.           

1. merry - 2. frightened –  

3. Cluster-  

4. Set off-  

5. Lovely-  

L) Make sentences.   

1. hollow - 2. 

shrieking –  

3. cheered –  

4. cluster-  

5. fair-  

M) Answer the following questions          

1. What did Augustus start to dance and race?  

Ans: ________________________________________________________________     

__________________________________________________________________.  

2. What was Mowgli doing when he met Baloo?  
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 Ans: ________________________________________________________________     

___________________________________________________________________.  

3. “I’ll cut down your kite”. Who said these words to whom?  

Ans: ________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________.  

4. Who called out to the sun first?  

Ans: ________________________________________________________________    

___________________________________________________________________.  

5. The animals were delighted. What made the animals happy in the end?  

Ans: ________________________________________________________________  

   ___________________________________________________________________.  

  

  

  

  

  


